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Abstract
Object
To apply the Virtual Phantom (ViP) method for generating reference signals, to
the chemical shift imaging (CSI) technique.
Materials and methods
The ViP method, previously used for generating reference images
in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), was here extended to generate reference peaks in the
MR spectra acquired with a 2D-CSI sequence. Theoretical analysis was carried out to design
the ViP signal. ViP-2D-CSI experiments were performed on a 4.7 Tesla MR scanner. Data
analysis was carried out with the jMRUI software to fit the ViP peaks in order to determine
their amplitude and frequency.
Results
Based on the theoretical analysis, it was found that the ViP peak could be
generated by transmitting the ViP signal only in one repetition time of the 2D-CSI sequence.
The amplitude and frequency of the ViP peak could be precisely adjusted and fine-tuned. The
ViP peak was uniform over all CSI voxels, both in amplitude and in frequency. Furthermore,
a good stability of the ViP reference amplitude and frequency was observed.
Conclusion
The ViP method provides a means to generate a reference MR peak in
2D-CSI experiments. This could be of interest for signal quantification in CSI experiments.
Keywords virtual phantom (ViP) · chemical shift imaging (CSI) · physical phantom ·
ViP-2D-CSI
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1 Introduction
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In the last three decades, there have been considerable advances in magnetic resonance
techniques for medical applications. These techniques can be broadly classified into two
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categories: 1) MR imaging, which provides anatomical, structural and functional information
on a whole organ, with a high spatial resolution (mm3 ) and 2) MR spectroscopy, which yields
metabolic information on a very limited region of interest within an organ, with a low spatial
resolution (10×cm3 ). In between these two categories, one can position the MR spectroscopic
imaging (MRSI), also referred to as chemical shift imaging (CSI) technique [4]. With CSI,
metabolic information can be acquired on a large volume, and with a spatial resolution that is
intermediate between MR imaging and MR spectroscopy techniques. CSI applications have
nowadays covered the majority of organs and tissues, including brain, prostate, breast, liver,
muscle and kidneys [18].
The optimization of the CSI methodology, in terms of both data acquisition and data analysis,
has been and still is a very active field for research [9, 12]. With respect to the data analysis,
for the quantification of the spectroscopy signal that the CSI provides, a reference signal is
necessary. Two approaches are typically employed: the use of an internal reference signal (in
brain, for instance, water or creatine) or an external reference signal, which originates from
a physical phantom with a well known metabolite concentration.
An alternative approach for providing a reference signal in MR spectroscopy was proposed,
for applications to high resolution NMR, by Barantin et al. [2]. This approach, also referred
to as the "Electronic REference To access In vivo Concentrations" (ERETIC), consists in
generating a reference signal using radiofrequency (RF) electronics and transmitting it to
the receiver coil of the NMR spectrometer during the data acquisition. Many studies have
employed the ERETIC technique, with applications to in vitro NMR, for instance 2D-NMR,
HR-MAS NMR and solid state NMR [10, 11, 20]. However, there have been only a very
limited number of studies where the ERETIC technique was implemented on MR systems
dedicated to in vivo applications. In other words, only few applications of ERETIC have been
employed in techniques that are used in vivo [1, 5, 6, 8], such as single voxel spectroscopy,
CSI and MRI. One technique that was developed to extend the ERETIC concept to in vivo
application is the Virtual Phantom (ViP) for MRI [13–15, 17].
It could be advantageous to further extend the ViP technique to CSI. As a matter of fact,
in CSI : 1) internal reference signals might not be valid, as they might be affected by the
pathology and 2) the acquisition of the reference signal from an external phantom needs an
additional measurement. It should be noted that, in CSI experiments, it is not feasible to
acquire the signal from the tissue of interest simultaneously with the signal of an external
phantom, since the field of view is of limited size for time saving purposes; this is in contrast
to the case of MRI where in the same measurement the field of view can include both the
tissue and the external phantom. Thus, it is of interest to consider the generation of a virtual
phantom for signal quantification in CSI.
To apply the ViP technique to CSI, we first provide a theoretical analysis of the 2D CSI signal;
then, with the designed ViP signal, we show the feasibility of adjusting and fine-tuning the
amplitude and frequency of the ViP reference peak. Finally, the evaluation of the spatial
uniformity and time stability of the ViP signal is performed.
Overall, the purpose of the current study was to explore the potential of ViP to generate
reference signals in 2D CSI and to implement ViP-2D-CSI on an MR system dedicated to
preclinical research.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Theory
The MR signal RMR (t) originating from a physical phantom can be written as:
#
"
" "Z
RMR (t) =
SMR (x, y, t)dxdy =
ŜMR (x, y, ν)ei2πνt dν dxdy
x, y

x, y

ν

(1)

ν
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where SMR (x, y, t) is the MR signal of the element volume and ŜMR (x, y, ν) = SMR (x, y, t)e−i2πνt dt
is the corresponding MR spectrum. In a 2D-CSI experiment, it is necessary to localize the
signal from each individual voxel. The spatial encoding is then achieved by the use of
phase encoding gradients, with magnetic strength Gx , Gy and time duration T. Therefore, the
equation (1) becomes:
#
Z ""
i2π(xk x +yk y )
ŜMR (x, y, ν)e
dxdy ei2πνt dν
(2)
RMR (k x , k y , t) =
x, y

us

where k x and k y are defined as γG x T and γG y T, respectively. Thus, the MR spectrum of
the voxel at the spatial position (x, y) can be obtained by a 2D-FT as follows:
"
ŜMR (x, y, ν) =
R̂MR (k x , k y , ν)e−i2π(xk x +yk y ) dk x dk y
(3)
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where R̂MR (k x , k y , ν) = RMR (k x , k y , t)e−i2πνt dt denotes the FT of the received (timedomain) signal. When considering the signal of the ViP, the same mathematical formulation
can be used.Thus, similarly to equation (2), the signal of the ViP, RViP (k x , k y , t), can be
written as:
#
Z ""
i2π (xk x +yk y )
RViP (k x , k y , t) =
ŜViP (x, y, ν)e
dxdy ei2πνt dν
(4)
R

ν

x, y
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where ŜViP (x, y, ν) denotes the expected ViP reference peak.
Now, the question arises: what type of external (ViP) signal needs to be transmitted to the
scanner bore in order to obtain a given ViP reference peak in the CSI voxels?
Let’s consider the case of a reference peak with the same amplitude and frequency in all
voxels. In this case, ŜViP (x, y, ν) is independent of the spatial coordinates (x, y), and thus
can be written as ŜViP (ν). As a consequence, the integral in equation (4) yields a 2D Dirac
distribution function in the k-space, δ(k x , k y ), as follows:
#
Z ""
RViP (k x , k y , t) =
ŜViP (ν)ei2π(xk x +yk y ) dxdy ei2πνt dν
ν
x, y
(5)
"
i2π (xk x +yk y )
= SViP (t)
e
dxdy = SViP (t)δ(k x , k y )
x, y

where SViP (t) = ν ŜViP (ν)ei2πνt dν is the designed signal of ViP.
As a result, the ViP peak could be generated by transmitting the ViP signal only once in any
of the repetition times of the 2D-CSI sequence. In the current study, we sought to obtain a
Lorentzian reference peak ( ŜViP (ν)) and thus a exponential time decay signal (SViP (t)) was
employed.
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CSI experiments were performed on a 4.7 Tesla MR scanner (47/40 Biospec, Bruker, Wissembourg, France) using a volume coil as a transmitter/receiver. This coil, of 72-mm innerdiameter, is referred here as to the "scanner coil". The hardware configuration of the ViP
apparatus was as follows: a homemade surface coil (15-mm inner-diameter, the "ViP coil")
was used for transmitting the ViP signal; this coil was fixed in the scanner bore 40 cm away
from the scanner coil. A low quality factor of the ViP coil ensured no interference with
the scanner coil. Furthermore, a waveform generator (Redstone, Tecmag Inc., Houston, TX,
USA) was positioned outside the scanner room to generate the ViP signal. The ViP coil
was connected to the output of the waveform generator. An external trigger signal from the
MR scanner was used to ensure the synchronization between the ViP signal and the ADC
(analog-to-digital converter) of the MR scanner. The time domain signal representing the
ViP reference peak in the CSI spectra was designed using Mathematica (Wolfram Research,
Inc.); the numerical values (as magnitude and phase) of this signal served as the input of
the waveform generator. Coarse values of the current intensity to be injected in the ViP coil
were obtained by electromagnetic modeling, using the Principle of Reciprocity [7]. These
values allowed us to generate a ViP peak with an amplitude comparable to that of a physical
phantom.
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2.2 CSI experiments
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Fig. 1 The scheme of the ViP-2D-CSI sequence. A double spin-echo sequence, with interpulse delays TE/4,
TE/2 and TE/4, was employed. TE is the echo time, Gslice is the slice gradient and Gx and Gy are the phase
encoding gradients. The signal of the ViP was transmitted in synchronization with the data acquisition
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CSI experiments were performed on 15 ml cylindrical tube phantoms consisting of pure
water or emulsions [16]. We refer to these phantoms as to the physical phantoms. MR images
were acquired with a FLASH sequence for localization purposes and to position the CSI
grid on the phantoms. The CSI measurements were performed using a 2D-spin-echo CSI
sequence. The sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 1. A double spin-echo module (equivalent
to the PRESS scheme [3]) was used for signal localization. CSI acquisition parameters were:
repetition time TR = 1200 ms, echo time TE = 30 ms, CSI matrix size = 8 × 8, field of view
FOV = 4 × 4 cm2 , slice thickness = 8 mm, spatial resolution = 5 × 5 mm2 , bandwidth =
2500 Hz, 1024 data points. The ViP signal, sent by the ViP coil in synchronization with the
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MR acquisition, was acquired simultaneously with the signal from the physical phantom, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Different sets of experiments were performed to investigate the performances of the ViP
technique applied to 2D-CSI. These experiments are described in details in the following
section.
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Data analysis was performed using the jMRUI software [19]. The AMARES algorithm was
employed to fit the CSI MR spectra, in order to determine the amplitude and frequency of the
resonance peaks. The peak amplitude is here defined as the area under the peak. Since the
time domain signal of ViP was designed as a free induction decay (i.e. exponential decay),
the ViP resonance peak was fitted to a Lorentzian lineshape.
After the first successful experiment for a ViP-2D-CSI, we performed additional experiments
to explore ViP performances. In the first set of experiments, we investigated the feasibility
of adjusting and fine-tuning the amplitude and frequency of the ViP reference peak. With
respect to the amplitude of the ViP signal, five measurements were performed with different
attenuation factors of the waveform generator while the frequency was kept constant. A linear
regression calculation was done, and the coefficient of determination (R2 ) was obtained in
order to assess the goodness of the fit. With respect to the frequency, three ViP-2D-CSI data
sets were acquired with an increment of 200 Hz, with a constant attenuation factor.
A second set of experiments was dedicated to assess the spatial un iformity and time stability
of the ViP reference peak. The spatial uniformity was evaluated by fitting the ViP peak in each
CSI voxel and by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV, defined as the mean divided
by standard deviation) of the fitted amplitudes and frequencies. The ViP time stability was
determined with 5 repeated measurements. For each measurement, the normalized mean
amplitude and mean frequency were obtained and their CV was calculated.
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A successful implementation of the VIP-2D-CSI is shown in Fig. 2-4. Fig. 2 illustrates the
magnitude of the 64 time-domain signals of the ViP-2D-CSI experiment. The ViP signal
was sent in the first TR only, and for this reason the ViP magnitude needed to be much
higher than that of physical phantom, as it can be observed in Fig. 2a. A zoom-in of the
first time-domain signal, consisting of both the ViP signal and the signal from the physical
phantom, is shown in Fig. 2b for a better visualization of both the magnitude (black line) and
the real part (red line). We can observe the contribution of the physical phantom signal, as a
form of oscillations, in the initial part of the decay.
The MR spectra of the same ViP-2D-CSI measurement is illustrated in Fig. 3. The water
peak originating from the physical phantom can be observed at the center frequency and the
ViP peak is at the left edge of the spectrum, as designed. The amplitude of the ViP peak
appears to be uniform in all voxels.
In Fig. 4, all spectra of this ViP-2D-CSI experiment are shown. And in the spectrum example
of one pixel, both the ViP peak and the water peak can be observed.
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Fig. 2 The time-domain signals acquired in a ViP-2D-CSI measurement, for an 8 × 8 matrix size (repetition
time = 1200 ms, echo time = 30 ms, acquisition points = 1024, dwell time = 0.4 ms). a. All the 64 signals
are displayed in magnitude mode, for easier visualization. The ViP signal was sent only in the first of the 64
acquisitions, with a signal intensity much higher than the signal from the physical phantom. b. A detailed
view of the first time-domain signal. Both the magnitude (black curve) and real part (red curve) of the signal
are shown
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Fig. 3 The MR spectra corresponding to the ViP-2D-CSI experiment shown in Fig. 2. The ViP peak was
designed to be toward the edge of the spectrum, approximately at 1 kHz from the center frequency (the spectral
bandwidth was 2.5 kHz). The ViP peak appears to be uniform over all voxels. The water resonance peak,
originating from the physical phantom, can be observed at the center frequency
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Fig. 4 A screen-shot of the CSI visualization/processing tool of the MR Bruker Biospec system. Upper
panel: an example of an MR spectrum acquired in the ViP-2D-CSI experiment; the ViP peak as well as the
water peak can be observed. The MR spectrum originates from the voxel whose location is illustrated by
the hair-cross on the MR image (lower left panel). In the lower right panel, all spectra of the ViP-2D-CSI
experiment are shown. It can be noticed that the ViP peak is present in all voxels

Fig. 5 The results from five ViP-2D-CSI measurements, where the ViP frequency was fixed and the attenuation
factor of the waveform generator was varied from 0 dB to 12 dB, with 3 dB increments. The amplitude of the
ViP peak as a function of the attenuation factor is shown on a logarithmic scale. The continuous line indicates
the linear regression curve. An excellent linearity was observed, with R 2 = 0.9979
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Fig. 6 The results from three ViP-2D-CSI measurements, where the attenuation factor was fixed and the ViP
transmission frequency was varied with increments of 200 Hz. For improved visualization, 24 out of the 64
voxels are shown for each ViP-2D-CSI measurement. The measured frequencies of the ViP peak in these three
experiments were: 1117.7 Hz, 917.8 Hz and 717.8 Hz
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The feasibility of adjusting and fine-tuning the amplitude and frequency of the ViP signal
are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows the results of five ViP-2D-CSI measurements.
The ViP amplitude - averaged over all voxels - was obtained for each measurement, and it is
plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the attenuation factor. An excellent linearity was observed
with the coefficient of determination R2 = 0.9979. Fig. 6 shows three measurements where
the frequency of ViP signal was designed with an increment of 200 Hz. The observed values
of the ViP frequencies were 717.8 Hz, 917.8 Hz and 1117.7 Hz, in excellent agreement with
the designed increment. The frequency displacement of ViP peak had no affect on the peaks
of physical phantom, as it can be observed in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the spatial uniformity and time stability measurements. The first
two rows illustrate the normalized amplitude (Fig. 7a, 7c) and frequency (Fig. 7b, 7d) of
the ViP signals in all voxels for two separate ViP-2D-CSI experiments. The coefficient of
variation of the amplitudes and the frequencies were equal to 0.67% and 0.028‰ respectively,
in the first experiment and 0.66% and 0.033‰, respectively in the second one. The third row
shows the results of five measurements, repeated with the same experimental conditions. For
each measurement, the time course of the mean value of the amplitude and frequency of
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Fig. 7 The spatial uniformity and time stability of the ViP reference peak. Upper and center row (a-d): two
separate ViP-2D-CSI experiments (a, b and c, d, respectively) to assess the spatial uniformity. The normalized
amplitude is illustrated in a and c, and the frequency in b and d. Excellent uniformity was observed, with
a coefficient of variation equal to 0.67% (a), 0.028‰ (b), 0.66% (c) and 0.033‰ (d). Lower row (e, f):
five ViP-2D-CSI experiments, repeated with the same experimental conditions, to assess the time stability.
The mean amplitudes (the mean value of all 64 voxels for each measurement, CV = 0.17%, e) and the mean
frequencies (no measurable variation, f) are illustrated
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the ViP signal was obtained. The coefficient of variation was equal to 0.17% for the mean
amplitude (Fig. 7e) and no measurable variation was found for the frequency (Fig. 7f).
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

In the current study, we have extended the ViP approach to 2D-CSI methodology. The results
of the ViP-2D-CSI experiments indicate that the virtual phantom can provide a reference
signal uniform in space and stable in time. The classical 2D-CSI experiment consists of re-
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peated acquisitions of the NMR signal, for different values of the phase encoding gradients.
This allows for the spatial encoding of the signal: for instance, to generate an 8x8 matrix,
64 acquisitions are needed. Based on the theoretical analysis of the 2D-CSI, we developed a
strategy to generate a reference peak in all voxels, by sending the ViP signal just in one of
the 64 acquisitions. This approach greatly simplifies the experimental protocol; furthermore,
it is applicable to different acquisition schemes, such as elliptical and weighted CSI. As a
matter of fact, in in vivo applications the full sampling of the k-space is seldom used, since
it results in a long measurement scan time.
For a successful implementation of the ViP method -for both imaging and spectroscopy
applications- the synchronization between the transmission of the ViP signal and the ADC
acquisition window of the MR scanner is of critical importance. Without a correct synchronization, a number of artifacts will be present in the MR images or spectra. A second
essential element in the ViP method is the sampling of the k-space. It should be pointed
out here a major difference between ViP-MRI and ViP-CSI. To generate a ViP image, the
knowledge of the exact sampling scheme of the entire k-space is required. On the other hand,
as shown in the theory section, to generate a ViP-CSI reference peak it is sufficient to send
the ViP-equivalent free-induction-decay only once. Thus, for ViP-CSI the knowledge of the
entire sampling scheme of k-space is not required.
In 2D-CSI experiments, to obtain a reference signal using physical phantoms it is necessary
to perform an additional measurement. This also applies to the case of the use of an internal
reference, such as water for instance; as a matter of fact, typically 2D-CSI is performed
with water-suppression modules, to eliminate the deleterious effects of the water resonance,
which is 104 times greater than the metabolite resonances. In addition, the internal reference
signal might be affected by the pathology, thus it could yield a bias in the quantification. The
proposed ViP method eliminates the need of a second measurement; furthermore, in contrast
to the physical phantom, it provides a reference signal in all voxels, acquired simultaneously
with the signal of interest. There are a number of useful additional features of the ViP
approach: it is possible to adjust and fine-tune the amplitude and frequency of the ViP reference signal. As shown in the Result section, an excellent agreement was observed between
the experimental values of amplitude and frequency and the designed ones. Furthermore,
measurements of short-term time stability yielded coefficient of variation less than 0.2% in
amplitude; no measurable variation was observed in frequency.
It is important to point out a number of differences between the virtual phantom and the
physical phantom. First, they are not interchangeable in all situations; in other words, the
virtual phantom cannot always replace the physical phantom. For instance, when developing
new pulse sequences, it is of interest to test different RF pulses, gradient schemes and k-space
sampling trajectories; to do so, it is necessary to acquire the MR signal originated from a
physical phantom, since the ViP signal is transparent to the RF and gradient pulses.
Similarly the physical phantom cannot always replace the virtual phantom. A classical MR
measurement consists of two separate processes: the spin excitation, achieved by the use
of the MR-system transmission chain, and the signal reception, carried out by MR-system
receiver chain. The signal of a physical phantom depends on both MR-system transmission
and receiver chain; on the other hand, the signal of ViP, its generation and transmission, is
independent from the MR-system transmission chain. Thus, with the ViP signal it is possible
to decouple the two processes; as a result, the ViP method can be used to selective probe the
MR-system receiver chain.
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